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INTRODUCTION

The Turnbull property of Trident Porcupine Ooid 
Mines Ltd., consists of 9 wining claims numbered P-31809 to 
P-31013 incl., P-31808 A: P-31869., and P-34581 - P-34582. 
Although the ground Is not surveyed most of the boundary 
follows surveyed limits of neighboring claims. The area 
covered by our magnetometer survey was calculated to contain 
401.59 acres.

Accoas to the Trident Property from the town of 
Tirnrnins is as follows: some 9 miles by the Kamiskotia road 
to lots 4-5, Concessions III/IV, Godfrey township, and from 
there another 4 miles, along the old Lally bush road.

SJ nee the early days of Porcupine it has been known 
that both t,old and base metal mineralization occur in Turnbull 
and the neighboring townships of Robb, Jamieson tt Godfrey. 
During the last war 189,000 tons of low grade copper-eino ore 
have been produced from the Kam-Kotia property, 6 miles north 
of Trident. Copper, gold and zinc values have been reported 
l mile to the east of Trident, on the Mordey claims which 
many years ago have been explored by Aoonda. The mlnerallE- 
ation found on the Mordey ground seems to be striking into 
the Trident property.

The purpose of the present survey was to outline 
geological structures that might be favorable to the local 
ization of ore-bearing mineralisation.
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QKNERAL QEOLQQY

The general geology of the area o an be obtal ned 
from map No-1933a, "Karoitkotia-Ridout Area", and nap 34f, 
"Karaiskotia Lake Gold Area", drawn at a soale of 2 mile* to 
the Inch and of 3/4 mile to the inoh respectively. Both 
were Issued by the Ontario Department of Mines. A desorip- 
tiontlon of the general geology and of tome old prospects 
is given by P.I,. Finley in Part 6, Vol. XXXIV of the reports 
of the Ontario Department of Mines. More recently the geology 
and mineral deposits of the Hobb, Jamieson and Godfrey town 
ships adjoining Turnbull were described in the Ontario Depart 
ment of Minos Report, Vol. till. Part IV.

The section of the i Porcupine district in which is 
located the Trident property is character!ted by acid volca 
nics of the Keewatin age which have been intruded successively 
by large masses of Halleyburian gabbro, by Algoman granite 
and porphyries and finally by north-south trending dykes of 
Matachewan diabase.

Base metal deposits of the area are usually confined 
to acid volcanics and shear zones which are found at contacts 
of different volcanic flows*

Gold-bearing mineralittd quartR veins have been 
reported to occur in a number of localities and under a var 
iety of geological conditions. It seems that most known 
deposits have been discovered in association with the Algoman 
porphyries. Two shallow shafts have been put down some 33 
yearn ago on the Lally claims* Old reports tell that the veins 
containing some visible gold were striking north-south. The 
fact that this old showing is only a few hundred feet from 
the Trident north boundary, with veins striking towards the 
Trident, warrants investigation.
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RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

All the results of the survey are gathered on a 
200-foot-to-the-inoh map attached to this report. Technical 
details concerning the establishment of the network of measur- 
ment stations and the performance of the magnetometer survey 
can be found in the appendix while the geological interpjpet- 
ation of the results is given hereafter*

In a general way, it must be stated that the magne* 
tic pattern obtained on the Turnbull property is extremely 
complicated, in order to elucidate it we have made 109 detail 
stations and 215 check measurements and, in spite of this, some 
points of the pattern are still not quite clear* The difficulty 
of interpretation of the m&gnetic results may cause some unavoid 
able errors In the exact location of the dykes and contacts.

MA IK FORMATIQMS

If the sharp magnetic anomalies due to the dykes of 
Matachewan diabase and possibly other causes are not taken 
into consideration, the area of the property can be divided 
into 4 distinct magnetic eones, two of which correspond to 
belts of greenstone while the others are due to intrusive!*

greenstones

Zone QI is characterised by fairly uniform magnetle 
profiles having an average value of about 200 gammas* We inter** 
pret this P; on e as being underlain by greenstones of acid to 
intermediate composition but which are probably slightly nore 
basic than the rooks underlying Zone Og*

Zone Op occupies the western part of the property 
and is characterized magnetically by very uniform profiles and 
readings averaging about eero. This tone is interpreted as 
underlain by a belt of greenstones, which are probably, also 
of acid composition but somewhat different from those under* 
lying 2one 0^.

The really important discovery made by our survey 
is that the contact between Zones Q^ and Og*indicated on our 
map as A.b, c, a. to. f. has a direction of about N 20* W. This 
makes quite an angle with the strike of the schistosity 
shown on map No.34f to be only slightly north of west. The 
structural importance of the contact a.b*o.d,e*f* is accent* 
uated by the presence of dykes of Matachewan diabase which 
will be described later on.
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Eone H. occurs approximately in the middle of th* 
property arid shows fairly high magnetic readings covering a 
somewhat irregular area. Hook outcrops indicate that this cone 
is underlain by Haileyburian gabbro.

'/one P occupies the northern part of the property^ 
It is slightly more magnetic than tone Gk, and is apparently 
underlain by phrphyrltic gr&nites of Algoman age*

I n t ru s i y e , pyke s

magnetic anomalies have been registered in 
tho region of the contact between Kones 0. and Og* They 
continue right across cone P* Measurement** made along trans 
versal, east-west, lines have Indicated that most of these 
anomalies nmst be attributed to fairly narrow diabase dykes 
which are either vertical or dip steeply to the east. That* 
dyke a, presumably of Matachewan age, have been shown on the 
map as dykes M j. Mg, M* ( M4 * As we have already mentioned, 
some of the outlines of these dykes on our map may not be 
quite accurate because it was extremely difficult to decipher 
the rather complicated magnetic pattern*

Very weak magnetic variations have been traced 
crossing Zone Gfi in A north-west south-east direction. Most 
of these variations are probably due to bands of slightly 
Maf,r*etlo greenstones. Nevertheless, it is quite possible 
thai at least some of those magnetic maxima are caused by 
thin porphyritic dykes similar to the one that is known on 
the geological map 54f to outcrop on neighboring claims to 
the north-west,

ANOMALIES

At least three, rather strong, magnetic anomalies 
have been outlined in the general area of the diabase dykes 
which cai, not be linked directly to any of the north trending 
dykes* Although the most plausible explanation for the exis 
tence of these anomalies would be that they are due to off 
shoots of the Matachewan diabase dykes, the possibility that 
they are caused by masses of magnetic sulphides should not 
be overlooked and they must, therefore, be investigated by 
electrical surveying or by diamond drilling*
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R&'COMMBKDATIQBS

The moot promising section of the Turnbull property 
of Trident Poroupine weems to lie along the ion* of the Matachewan 
diabase dykes which indicate a fracture pattern that follows 
more or less the contact between two belts of greenstone form 
at ions and continues into the Algoman grm ite mass in the north 
of the property. The Lally quarts veins were found in the ex 
tension ft thin zone of fracturing. These gold-bearing veins 
are reported to have a north-south strike and their continuation 
on the Trident ground whojild be sought in the northern part of 
the property. Further youth, where the lone of fracturing 
indicated by the Matachewan diabase follow* and crosses the 
contact between the two belts of volcanic greenstones, both 
north-south quartz veins arid masses of replacement sulphide 
mineralization can be looked for* Finally, a fcone of mineral 
ization along the planes of schistosity could exist on the 
eastern part of the property.

Planimeter measurements show t hat more than 8S?S of 
the claims could be subjected to trenching which it always 
fliuoh more economical than diamond drilling* We have, therefore, 
outlined on our map oight cross-sections along which explor 
atory trenching is recommended. These cross flections ara 
aimed to investigate the fracture cone indicated by the dykes 
and the area whore mineralization coming from the Mordoy 
claims could pass. We have shown on our map approximately 
7000 feet of poselble trenching.

\ve strongly recommend that a spontaneous polar i t at i on 
survey cover j ng an area of 800 acres be perforated along the 
a Baum e d rone of fracturing following the diabase dykes* This 
kind of geophysical survey Is used exclusively as a means of 
detecting sulphide mineralization. Spontaneous polarisation 
anomalies occur only over masses of sulphides or graphite* 
Such a survey can be done onty in summer, when the ground is 
not frozen. It would easily determine whether magnetic an* 
omalies Xi, Xo, Xg, are duo to sulphides or to worthless 
diabase off-shoots*

Finally, we reonmmend that sane diamond drilling be 
done to supplement the trenching and spontaneous polarisation 
survey. Thai proposed exploratory diamond drilling is of only 
2500 feet. Certainly, if trenching leads to the discovery of 
gold-bearing veins or if spontaneous polarisation measurements 
indicate vi h e presence of sulphide mineral! vat ion, diamond drilling 
will have to bo resorted to aa a means of exploration in depth, 
Nevertheless, we want to insist that trenching and spontaneous
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polarisation measurements that will have to be dont only next 
spring should preoeed any exploratory diamond drilling*

The fact that a large portion of the most promising 
area of the Trident claims is amenable to oheap methods of 
exploration by surface trenching and stripping leads us to 
believe that an adequate test of the ore-making possibilities 
of the property can be made with a expenditure not exceeding 
ten to fifteen thousand dollars*



APPENDIX

Technical Details of the Magnetometer Survey 

Ne t work. 0.C .M ea sugement 31 a t ions

Line cutting on the property was done between 
September 24th and October 18th. Picket linea at 900-foot 
intervals were started from an K-W base line, the ea*tern 
end of which le located 1,318,5 feet south of the mile S 
post of the eastern boundary of Turnbull township, measur 
ed along N-3 lIne 0. Numbered pickets at 100-ft. intervals 
were placed along the north-south lines and the ends of these 
lines were tied in by ohulnages along specially out E-W lines* 
Q he K-W lines were tiod in by ohainages to known surveyed 
posts along the properties boundaries. A total of 13.75 
miles of lines were cut and chained.

Ma Knc t pine t e r^ ; ffur yejr

The magnetometer field work was accomplished between October 6th and lith, with additional detail wj rk between 
November 5th and 14th*

The magnetometer stations established and the mea 
surements performed on the Trident property can be classified 
as followst

base stations 3
Ordinary stations 527
Detail stations 109

Total number of stations 650

Check measurements on bases 55 
Check measurements on ordinary stations 816

Total number of measurements performed 909

The readings were taken with an Askania magnetometer 
measuring t Vi e variations of the vertical component of the 
earthi s magnetic field. The instrument was set for precision 
work with its scale and temperature coefficients reduced by 
Internal adjustments. The scale constant of the Instrument 
was 15,6 gammas, the sensitivity being about 3 gammas. How 
ever, additional errors were introduced due to diurnal mag 
netic variations. These were minimized by checking in to 
established base stations at regular intervals and using 
photostatio copies of the diurnal variations, recorded by 
the Observatory at Aginoourt near Toronto, in calculating 
the magnetic results of the field work. Check measurements 
on ordinary stations indicate the accuracy of the survey to 
be within ^ 11,7 gammas
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All the magnetic values plotted on the accompanying 
map are expressed in gammas ( l gami&a * 1/100,000 Gauss 0,0. 
3. unit ) and referred to an arbitrarily chosen base station 
located at 1,24-0, which has been considered to have a Hero ,,- 
value.

On completion of the field work a tie in was wade 
to the government baao station at South Porcupine by reading 
that station once.

Assumed value at Base L84-0 O gammas 
Difference obtained at 3outh Porcupine *94 gammas

Absolute vertical intensity at :ioxith Porcupine 58,435  16 gammas 
Absolute vertical intensity at Base 1.&4-0 58,341 116 gammas

The interpretation of the magnetic result s was made 
by the use of magnetic profiles drawn at scales of 500 and 
2000 gammas to the inch*
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